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ABSTRACT

Within the frame of a substance-based linguistic approach,
we present here typological research on consonant systems
from UPSID (UCLA Phonological Segment Inventory
Database) [1] [2]. We implemented UPSID at ICP and we
analysed it with the help of an original methodology. We
show a set of general orientations which not only confirm or
make more precise some regularities already stressed on, but
also bring up new data. The search for universal trends in
consonant systems of the world’s languages is a necessary
step for a theorical perspective on syllable structure. Finally,
we discuss the general trends in the frame of ontogenesis.

1.  INTRODUCTION
Since Troubetskoy and its Principles [3], taxonomy has not
only been an approach of historical linguistics: associated to
researches on synchronical trends,  it constitutes today a main
stage in linguistic theory working out. Institutionnalized in
1961, under the aegis of  Social Science Research Council
during the New-York Conference on Language Universals,
this research field aims at finding out common basic
structures in languages – in diachrony as well in synchrony.
The Language Universal Project (1967-1976) led to the
building up of the Stanford Phonology Archives [4], from
which a lot of important works, dealing with typological
classification and phonological trends, were achieved (from
[5] [6] to [1] [7]). But all those studies present variegated
contents: data are constantly enriched, questions on material
vary from one author to the other.
Since the 60’s, typological works have dealt more with
vowels than with consonants. Partly because of the wide
range of consonant inventory sizes and the large number of
classification parameters that make type emergence difficult.
If the nature of some external constraints influencing the
content of vocalic systems is coming to light [7] [8], we are
still far from understanding the constraints influencing the
consonantic systems in the world’s languages.
Let us mention, among consonant taxonomies, works from
Hockett [9], Hagège [10], Maddieson [1], Lindblom [11],
Lavers [12].
Set up from Stanford’s archives, UPSID317 (UCLA
Phonological Segment Inventory Database [1]), then
UPSID451 [2] were chosen to approximate a properly
constructed quota sample on a genetic basis of the world’s
existing languages ([1]: 5–6). UPSID was implemented at

ICP several years ago and we have been using it for vowel and
consonant research.
If investigating existing languages is the former way for the
search for universal tendencies, we also need to look at the
question of the capacity to acquire relatively different linguistic
systems. We present in this paper a set of consonant inventory
trends compared to available language acquisition data - more
precisely, at the babbling stage. Indeed, among the different
ontogenetic stages, babbling seems to be essential  since it marks
« precursors » of universal speech attributes, following
McNeilage’s Frame/Content theory [13] [14].

2.  UNIVERSAL TRENDS
2.1  Taxonomic Elements
Basically, our typological study is built on the places and
manners of articulation, two very usual parameters in consonant
classification.
UPSID451 lists 920 phonemes with 654 consonant segments
spreading on 13 places (fig.1) and 16 manners.
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Figure 1. Consonant articulation places
(UPSID451).

In our typology, manners have been grouped into 7 types:
plosives (with implosives, ejectives, glottalic stops); nasals;
fricatives (with ejectives and  h-sounds); affricates (with
ejectives); approximants; trills/taps/flaps; clicks.
Compared to UPSID, our place classification, set up from
Creissels [15] and Ladefoged [16] is more detailed (17 simple
articulation places and 5 double articulation places).
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We kept the retroflex category as a place, as suggested in
Maddieson [1], Ladefoged [16] and API 1996, though it
refers to a manner: the spreading of retroflex consonants on
their different places of articulation (alveodental, alveolar,
prepalatal,…) would require an investigation of the sources.
We have to stress that making the comparison to previous
taxonomies is not easy in so far as they all differ in data
preparation and classifying methodology.

2.2  Distribution
UPSID451 languages most often use from 18 to 25
consonants: minimum 6 for the Rokotas (an indo-pacific
language, 11 phonemes), maximum  95 (with 48 clicks) for
the !Xu) (Khoisan family, 141 phonemes). The average size
for the world’s languages’ consonant inventories is 22 , with
7.8 plosives, 4.1 fricatives, 3.3 nasals, 2.9 approximants, 2
affricates, 0.6 ejectives, 0.5 trills/flaps, 0.2 clicks.
Table 1 shows the distribution of consonants on the different
places of articulation.
All manners in, alveodentals are the most numerous (15.3%),
then come the bilabials (14.3 %), and the velars (12.6 %).
It is important to note that the coronal class (i.e. dental,
alveodental, alveolar, postalveolar and retroflex consonants
grouped together) represents far and away the biggest class of
segments, with 44.5% in UPSID317, far ahead of bilabials.
Though the coronal class represents a wide range of
articulation types [16], its use in our typology is acceptable:
in inventories, coronal place features seldom serve as
phonological distinctions between consonants of this type
(except for affricates, never for anterior coronals [17]).

Table 1. Frequency of occurrences for consonant articulation
places (UPSID317) [18]
alveodental 15.3%

bilabial 14.3%
velar 12.6%

palatal 10  %
apico-alveolar   9.9%

glottal   7.6%
lamino-postalveoar   6.7%

labiovelar   5.1%
dental  5  %

lamino-alveolar   3.4%
labiodental   3.3%
retroflex   2.9%
uvular   1.7%
others      <1%

The UPSID317 consonant distribution shows that some manners
are more represented than others: plosives 38.6%, fricatives
20.2%, nasals 14.6%, approximants 13%, affricates 9.6%,
trills/taps/flaps 3.9%. Voiceless oral coronal plosives (type /t/)
are the most frequent (they are present in 97.5% of the
languages); bilabials and coronal nasals (types /m/ et /n/) exist in
more than 9 languages out of 10; /k/, /j/, /p/ exist in more than
80% of the languages; /w/ et /s/ in 2 out of 3 languages; /d/, /b/,
/h/, in more than 60% of the languages; one language in 2 has /l/,
/g/, /N/, ///.

2.3  Systems
2.3.1.  Size of Articulation Place Systems per Articulation
Manners.
If the study of the size of consonant inventories gives very little
information about their content (contrary to vowels [7]), the
working out of a place/manner typology reveals a strong
correlation between (1) the size of the place systems and (2) the
different articulation manners (table 2).
• In the majority of languages, plosives put at stake, repectively,
from 3 to 6 and from 1 to 6 places. The plosive manner is the
only one that sound systems universally exploit. Moreover, it is
also the only one that systematically uses place contrasts:
languages distinguish at least 3 of them.
 • Fricatives and approximants are the consonant categories
which recruit the greatest number of place contrasts: fricatives
are more widely spread on the different system sizes. Fricatives
have systems of oppositions often more complex than the
plosives’ one. 8% of the languages do not show them (vs
plosives, universally used).
• For trills, flaps and taps, systems hardly ever present a place
opposition – and never spread over more than 2 places. We find
the same trends in affricates.
More broadly speaking:
• Languages systematically use place contrast for plosive
consonants; almost 1 language out of 2 spreads its plosives in a 4
place system.
• Place contrast is rare for affricates, exceptional  for
trills/taps/flaps.
• Approximants frequently share out among 3 articulation places.
• Fricatives spread more widely on the different sizes of place
systems.

2.3.2 Place systems for each manner
Table 3 reports the content of place systems for each manner. It
presents the spreading of plosives, nasals, fricatives and affricates
according to the number of articulation places.
There is neither a phonological system without plosives, nor

Table 2. Size of the place systems and  their representativeness in UPSID317. The number of place oppositions changes according to the
manners; from 0 (i.e. 1 place per system) to 28 (8 places).The presented values do not include voice feature.

43.2% of the 317 languages have a 4 place plosive system, 49.8% have approximants spreading on 3 places, etc.

1 place 2 places 3 places 4 places 5 places 6 places 7 places 8 places
trills, flaps, taps 67.2% 4.7%
affricates 44.8% 20.8% 6.9% 0.3%
plosives 28.4% 43.2% 22.4% 5.9%
nasals 2.5% 31.5% 30.6% 25.9% 4.5% 2.2%
approximants 8.2% 26.5% 49.8% 8.2% 2.5% 0.3% 0.3%
fricatives 3.4% 18.3% 25.9% 21.1% 14.2% 7.3% 1.9% 0.9%
place opposition number - 1 3 6 10 15 21 28
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a system with only one. When a system distributes the plosives
across 2 places, these places are coronal and bilabial. Among 3
places, they are coronal, bilabial and velar. The glottal place
appears in 4 place systems. Systems with 5 places recruit
bilabial, coronal, velar, glottal and uvular places.
If there is only one nasal in a system, it is a coronal one. If the
system has 2 nasal consonants, they are bilabial and coronal. A
velar nasal appears in 3 place systems. In bigger systems (4
places), the palatal articulation emerges.
When the fricatives of a system use only one articulation place,
they are alveolar, i.e. coronal. When 2 places are used, they are
coronal (alveolar) and glottal. In 3 place systems,
labiodentals appears; in 4 place systems, the palatal area is
exploited, and in 5 ones, velar fricatives emerge.
As for affricates, they use coronal articulation areas, whatever
the place system size (from 1 to 3).

Table 3. Consonant categories (plosives, nasals, fricatives,
affricates) from UPSID451 are classified according to the
number of articulation places, with the percentage of
corresponding languages (e.g., 31% of 451 languages present a
plosive system spread on 3 places, etc.; 0 place means an
absent category). Only the dominant systems are noted.

0 place 1 place 2 places 3 places 4 places 5 places
0% 0% 0.2% 31% 43% 21%

pl
os

iv
e - -  coronal

 bilabial
 coronal
 bilabial
 velar

 coronal
 bilabial
 velar
 glottal

 coronal
 bilabial
 velar
 glottal
 uvular

3.5% 1.8% 31% 32% 27% 3,5%

na
sa

l -
coronal

 coronal
 bilabial

 coronal
 bilabial
 velar

 coronal
 bilabial
 velar
 palatal

 coronal
 bilabial
 velar
 palatal
 coronal 2

7% 6.6% 18% 28% 20% 11%

fr
ic

at
iv

e -
coronal

 coronal
 glottal

 coronal
 glottal
 labiodent.

 coronal
 glottal
labiodent.
 coronal 2

 coronal
 glottal
labiodent.
 coronal 2
 velar

33% 42% 20% 4.9% - -

af
fr

ic
at

e

-
coronal

 coronal
 coronal 2

 coronal
 coronal 2
 coronal 3

- -

On the basis of these place system distributions per category,
we can retain the following trends:
• As for vocalic systems [7], a n-element system owns a system
with n-1 consonant places.
• When there is only one place, whatever the category (plosive,
fricative, …), coronal consonants are at stake.
• One can mention a possible link between the dominant
tendencies of the place systems and the degree of articulatory
« complexity » of the segments (according to Maddieson [1]
and Laver [12]): the « complex » segments (e.g. affricates,
trills/taps/flaps) use almost exclusively the coronal area but the
« simple » segments use varied places.

• 95% of the languages contrast with 3 places within the
categories (more than 1 language out of 3 for nasals).
• A particular system size dominates each category: 43% of the
languages have 4 places for the plosives and 74% have 3 or 4
places; 32% of the languages distribute their nasals on 3 places
(59% on 3 and 4); 28% present 3 places for fricatives (48% on
3 and 4); 43% have only one articulation place for affricates.
• Combinations with 5 places exist in only 36% of the
languages, mainly for oral plosives (97 languages).
• Combinations with 6, 7 or 8 places are not widely used (15%
of the languages). We essentially meet them in african systems.
Our results (i) confirm that plosives are far and away the ∀star
consonants∀, ubiquitous in languages and (ii) bring to light
trends that appear very regular.

2.3.4 Voiced/voiceless ratio
Within the oral plosive category, voiceless sounds (64%) are a
lot more numerous than voiced ones. Whatever the articulation
place, the voiceless feature concerns 72% of fricatives.
Voiceless affricates are also dominant (74%).

3. UNIVERSAL TRENDS AND ONTOGENESIS
We have gathered the results of several studies on consonant
content of production at different stages of canonical babbling
(repetition of identical syllables) or variegated babbling (with
different types of closures) – the latter being contemporary
with the former [19].
All of these studies cover a period from 6-10 [20]  to 15-24
months [21], in a linguistic environment including Anglo-
american, French, and in a general manner, 15 languages  [22].
[20] finds that /p b m t d n k g N/ constitute 80% of
consonant-like productions during the first months of babbling,
/p b m t d/ being the most frequent. The review of the papers
by Locke [22] gives, by descending order of frequency, the
inventory of consonants representing 95 % of occurrences
produced by children aged from 6 to 15 months of age: /b/ and
/m/, /p/, /d/, /h/ and /n/, /t/, /g/ and /k/, /j/ and /w/, /s/. The Robb
& Bleile’s observations [23] during a longer period (8 to 25
months of age) show that, in children aged from 8 to 12
months, several types of closures co-emerge. The most frequent
productions are the plosives (oral and nasal) in alveolar and
bilabial places. They thus confirm Davis & McNeilage. [24],
who showed that during the 7-12 months of age period, these
consonant-like cover 84% of the production (/t/ /d/ 46%, /n/
18%, /p/ /b/ 15%, /m/ 5%); the velars and glottals are the last to
appear.
If one draws a parallel between the results on language
acquisition and typological data, one finds that the types of
closures, produced during the first months of babbling (8-12
months of age) as well as sounds acquired later during the
second year, correspond to the consonant phonemes most
frequently used in languages (apart from the order of
emergence). One also finds that the preferred place systems, as
shown for each manner in typological analysis, are dominant in
the production of babbling: alveolar and bilabial before velar
and glottal in the plosive manner (oral or nasal); alveolar and
glottal in the fricative manner; labiovelar, coronal and palatal in
approximants (/l/ and /j/ being acquired later, at around 13-16
months of age [23]). All in all, we thus note that the consonant-
like produced during the babbling mandibular oscillations,
correspond to the most frequent consonant inventories of the
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world’s languages (in particular, they tightly correspond to the
languages with small inventories) [25].
These findings allow us to form the hypothesis that the sounds
of languages are, most probably, drawn from the stock of
potential abilities of babbling. Locke & Pearson [26: 96] did
not hesitate to conclude:
“ Infants heavily favor stop consonants over fricatives, and
there are languages that have stops and no fricatives but no
languages that exemplify the reverse pattern. [Such]
"phonologically universal" patterns, which cut across
languages and speakers are, in fact, the phonetic properties of
Homo sapiens. ”
Ontogenesis thus clearly contributes to supply some
determinating elements in the dependencies between certain
general trends of phonological systems and the sensori-motor
abilities of Homo loquens.

4. OUTLOOKS
The typology of consonant systems, as clearly demonstrated,
shows that languages only use a small inventory of consonants
whereas they potentially dispose of a considerable number of
possibilities (13 places x 7 categories x the manner features).
The place systems « preferred » by each manner show that the
choice of the languages is at least partly conditionned by the
morphological constraints that facilitate or complicate, make
possible or impossible, the articulatory gestures according to
the places (e.g. the complexity of the articulatory control of
voiced plosives [27]  and aerodynamics of fricatives [28]).
Although pleading the cause of a non-substantialist linguistics,
Troubetzkoy [3] conceded:
« Ce fait ne peut être dû au hasard et doit avoir sa cause
profonde dans la nature des trois séries en
question »(1939:135)
But to see further, it is in the frame of the syllable, associating
consonants and vowels, that one must elaborate and test the
models predicting general trends of sound structures.
MacNeilage’s theory [13] [14], that he describes as a basic
principle influencing the very structuring of speech itself,
separates the frame level (syllabic) and the content one
(segmental). The nature of mandibular pure frames in the
canonical babbling stage is placed by McNeilage in a labial
frame. This hypothesis has been tested with 3 individual
articulatory models. We had rather think it should be placed in
a mandibular coronal frame coupled with a visual bilabial
frame – which could explain the d/b coemergence in babbling.
This is backed up (i) by arguments from articulatory simulation
(using these ICP articulatory models [29] [30]), (ii) by our
typological arguments on the world’s languages.
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